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BOOK REVIEWS
THE PURSUIT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE: ESSAYS FROM THE CHICAGO
CENTER. Edited by Gordon Hawkins and Franklin E. Zimring. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1984. Pp. ix, 358. $30.00.
The Center for Studies in Criminal Justice at the University of
Chicago Law School has spawned approximately 350 publications
since the center's inception in 1965. Eighteen of those publications
are included in this volume. The articles range across eleven topics
as diverse as corrections, death penalty, deterrence, organized
crime, police, and sentencing. Contributors to the volume include
such scholars as Norval Morris, Michael Tonry, Jim Jacobs and Mark
Haller, as well as the book's editors. The volume is an eclectic
grouping, with articles unrelated by substance, style, or philosophy.
The editors offer the book as a "sampler of specimens" intended as
an introduction to the much broader literature in each topic.
The Pursuit of Criminal Justice adequately serves the purpose for
which it was intended, especially given the inclusion of a cumulative
bibliography of publications from the center through 1982. More
importantly, however, the book serves as a Festschrift for criminolo-
gist Hans Mattick, to whom the volume is dedicated. Hans Mattick
was the associate director of the center for the first six years after it
was established. Norval Morris recruited Mattick to the center and
in a sentimental note on the topic of Hans Mattick, Morris writes,
"The ripples of decency and of the informed humanism of his life
will, I hope, continue to spread."' This book does much to ensure
that Mattick's work and spirit will continue to be known, and that is
the book's primary value.
Norval Morris describes the pattern of Hans Mattick's early
years in Chicago thusly: "A wandering childhood, his father absent,
I Morris, Hans Mattick and the Death Penalty: Sentimental Notes on Two Topics, in THE
PURSUIT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE: ESSAYS FROM THE CHICAGO CENTER 65 (G. Hawkins & F.
Zimring eds. 1984).
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six grade schools, three high schools, periods on and off welfare,
periods in welfare and 'reformatory' institutions, and periods on the
road, in the sense known to a young hobo of depression, all brought
the child and youth, Hans Mattick, into a wider contact than is com-
mon among our leading criminologists with social adversity and
with those who find their various ways to jails and prisons."' 2 After
service in the army in World War II, Mattick returned to Chicago
and enrolled in the University of Chicago. Prior to joining the
center staff Mattick was sociologist actuary at Stateville Penitentiary,
assistant warden of Cook County Jail, supervisor of unemployment
compensation, and field director of research for the Chicago Youth
Development Project. Mattick left the center in 1972 to become
professor of criminal justice and director of the Research Center in
Criminal Justice at the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle, where
he worked until his death in 1978.
Mattick's inclination toward pessimism was noted both by
Norval Morris in his sentimental note and by Gordon Hawkins in
the introduction and in a brief memoriam appended to the book.
Especially in the areas of most concern to Mattick-American jails
and capital punishment-subsequent events have proved his pessi-
mism to be more akin to sober realism. In addition to his lack of
illusions, Mattick's unsentimental but deep compassion and unsur-
passed integrity emerge both in his own publications included in the
volume and in the brief articles written to honor him.
It is in the context of Festschrift for Mattick that the selection of
articles for inclusion is probably best understood. Many of the arti-
cles were originally published in the early 1970's during Mattick's
tenure at the Center. Those early articles have in some sense stood
the test of time, but they are also noticeably of the time in which
they were originally published. For example, the problems of
prison violence and gang activities in prisons discussed in articles on
corrections continue to plague correctional institutions. The prob-
lem of prison overcrowding, however, with its attendant difficulties
was not so much in evidence in the early 1970's. Even greater con-
trast between corrections in the early 1970's and corrections in the
mid 1980's is revealed regarding public response to prison condi-
tions. One of the major goals of inmate leaders in the early 1970's
was to be heard outside the prison walls. As information about
prison conditions became available, the media and public re-
sponded with pressure for further investigation and reform. Hind-




country that examined prison conditions and recommended reforms
had little ameliorative effect on prison conditions. But at least con-
cern was expressed and steps taken to attempt improvement, how-
ever ineffectually. In the mid 1980's, by way of contrast, the even
worse prison conditions tend to be ignored by a public weary of
crime and offenders. A sympathetic audience no longer resides
outside the prison walls concerned with the plight of prisoners or
with the staff who have to manage, as best they can, those
institutions.
Similarly, capital punishment is no longer quite the rare event it
was anticipated it would be several years ago. Norval Morris cor-
rectly argues that the infrequency of capital punishment prevents
the accumulation of adequate evidence as to the marginal deterrent
efficacy of capital punishment. That remains true even with the sub-
stantial increase in the incidence of capital punishment in recent
years. That increase, however, is certainly sobering, indeed de-
pressing, for those, who like Norval Morris believe "we lack the pu-
rity of heart for a just, fair, and appropriate invocation of the death
penalty."
'3
All of the topics covered in the volume except sentencing re-
flect areas that the center had been involved in during its first five
years (1965 - 1970). Two articles on sentencing originally published
in the late 1970's included are Michael Tonry and Norval Morris'
discussion on sentencing reform bills at the federal level and Frank-
lin Zimring's article critiquing determinate sentencing. The articles
are thoughtful, perceptive, and well-written. But in spite of the
strength of the articles, the section on sentencing is probably the
least satisfying part of the book, primarily because the obvious con-
nection with Mattick and the earlier era is missing. It is notable that
these works from the Center, although not landmarks, presage the
more important contributions of these three authors in the area of
sentencing. While the sentencing section is adequate as "sampler of








INSIDE THE JURY. By Reid Hastie, Steven D. Penrod and Nancy Pen-
nington. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983. Pp.
viii, 277. $25.00.
After reading this book, one gets the impression that the litera-
ture on juries is greater than is suspected, for the authors cite a vo-
luminous amount of references on various aspects ofjuries. This is
one of the strong points of the book. In addition, the authors dispel
two generalizations often cited in reference to juries, namely, that
the importance of the jury is declining, and that history provides
precedent forjuries, for the authors state that "there have been dra-
matic increases on the length and complexity of trials" and that "the
history of the jury provides few clear guidelines for current proce-
dures and standards" (pp. 1, 3).
Inside the Jury is a study of a mock jury involving 828 respon-
dents who view a three hour film of a murder. The respondents
were selected from jury pools in three counties in Massachusetts,
and the reenactment was performed by college faculty, police, a
judge, and two attorneys. Although the authors point out that mock
juries have limitations as a method of study, prior research using
mock juries primarily used students as respondents, while this study
uses other respondents. The objective of this research was to study
jury behavior during deliberation, a neglected subject in research.
The methods used were both quantitative and qualitative. A ques-
tionnaire was administered to the respondents.
The authors are constantly comparing the findings in the litera-
ture with their findings, and similarities and differences are noted.
For example, the literature concludes that there are few differences
between six- and twelve-person juries, but there are methodological
weaknesses in these findings. The results of the authors indicate,
however, that more final verdicts of first-degree murder and more
final verdicts of not guilty are predicted for six-member juries com-
pared to twelve-member juries.
The literature states that faction size is the most important de-
terminant of outcomes, and the authors' results agree with this, but
the authors analyze the problem further. They found that in unani-
mous decisions, important events occurred after faction size ex-
ceeded eight members. They found that in deliberation, the most
important event was the development of a verdict-favoring faction.
They found that jurors were much less likely to deflect from large
factions compared to small ones. The larger the faction size, the




The authors reviewing the literature state that there is little evi-
dence that jury selection works, and their study essentially is in
agreement with this. The authors find that the literature is inconclu-
sive about prior jury service and outcomes. Their research confirms
that prior jury service was uncorrelated with ratings by criminal jus-
tice personnel, pressure from other jurors, jury verdict, quality of
deliberation and difficulty of decision-making. Their results agree
with the literature that the foreman of the jury is of higher social
status than others.
The literature reveals that hung juries are more common in
unanimous-rule juries than in majority-rule juries, and that they take
more time to deliberate. The literature reveals that overall satisfac-
tion is higher in unanimous-rule juries compared to majority-rule
juries, and that jurors are more influential and participate more fre-
quently in unanimous-rule juries compared to majority-rule juries.
The authors' results confirm that hung juries take more time to de-
liberate, although hung juries are rare, and that deliberation time is
greater in unanimous- compared to nonunanimous-rule juries. The
authors' results show that majority-rule juries reach decisions more
quickly than unanimous decision-rule juries; majority-rule juries are
more hurried, cursory on law, less vigorous, and exert less pressure
on jurors than unanimous-rule juries.
There are other findings. For example, the recall of informa-
tion from judges' instructions is poor, and the standard of proof is
low, although evidence of law is more favorable for unanimous ju-
ries. The literature reveals that discussion centers on both key and
non-key facts, but the authors' study revealed that discussion cen-
tered only on key facts.
The authors do something innovative in criminal justice re-
search. They offer a computer model of jury decision-making,
called "JUS," based on the review of the literature and their find-
ings, and they believe that the model predicts jury decision-making
very well. Their study revealed that juries shift from manslaughter
to second-degree murder, although the model is somewhat deficient
in this respect. They favor the unanimous decision-rule because the
quality of performance is better and more analytical than the major-
ity-rule jury. Jurors do not change their minds frequently. One
weakness in the computer model is in predicting exchanges of infor-
mation during jury deliberations.
The authors believe that juries perform efficiently in fact find-
ing; few innovations are needed in this area. They also believe that




Inside the Jury has policy implications. The authors state that so-
cial science citations in legal decisions have increased recently, but
mainly in cases of lesser importance. They predict that social sci-
ence citations will play a greater role in legal decision-making than
in the past. This has the effect of upgrading the science of criminal
justice. They do believe, however, that small group theory is rather
weak.
The authors' analyses are very subtle and complex. Their
knowledge of the literature is enviable. Their methodology is not
statistically complex, relying mainly on the F. test and simple tables,
in addition to questionnaires and observation. They do not reject
any aspect of the literature, no matter how trivial or unimportant it
appears to be. In fact, the only weakness I find in the book, if this is
a weakness, is that the constant repetitiveness of the multitudinous
literature may appear boring to some readers, but in most instances
they tie in the literature to their study in a relevant way.
I believe that Inside the Jury shows that a relatively simple meth-
odology imposed on a popular research question can bring fresh
insightful findings to criminal justice. This shows that we have not
reached the end of knowledge in any research question in either
criminal justice or in science in general.
JAMES R. DAVIS, PH. D.
DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION
NEw YORK CITY
POLITICAL TERRORISM. By Grant Wardlaw. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1982. Pp. xiii, 218. $29.50 (cloth), $9.95
(paper).
Grant Wardlaw's Political Terrorism is the most useful, succinct,
informative book-length study of terrorist and guerrilla theory, tac-
tics, and counter-terrorism/counter-guerrilla warfare strategies and
practices that this reviewer has read since Walter Laqueur's Guer-
rilla' and Terrorism.2 The nine-year period since the Laqueur publi-
cations has resulted in, with few exceptions, a host of poorly written,
inadequately researched terrorism texts.
Wardlaw's Political Terrorism is divided into two parts: Part One
is an introduction to political terrorism that includes: (1) the prob-
I W. LAQUEUR, GUERRILLA (1976).
2 W. LAQUEUR, TERRORISM (1977).
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lem of defining terrorism; (2) a succinct historical review of the
roots of contemporary western European, South African, and mid-
dle eastern terrorism; (3) the changing nature of terrorism and an
introduction to intersection between terrorism and technological
change, societal attitudes and terrorism, and the shaping of terrorist
philosophies; (4) the purpose of terrorism; (5) the development of
terrorism as a strategy; (6) trends in terrorism; and (7) the effects of
terrorism. Part Two of Wardlaw's Political Terrorism is titled, Some
Selected Problems in the Response to Terrorism. It explores: (1)
Counter-terrorist policies (fundamental choices); (2) the relation-
ship between terrorism and the media; (3) the role of the army in
counter-terrorist operations; (4) the legal regulation of international
and national counter-terrorism measures; (5) the role of the intelli-
gence function in counter-measures against terrorism; (6) the han-
dling of hostage situations; (7) the role of behavioral science
research in counter-terrorism measures; and (8) the future of polit-
ical terrorism.
Political Terrorism is not a perfect book-but its imperfections
center around planned omissions rather than confusion of fact. It
opts not to explore, in detail, (1) the intricacies of the terrorist state
or (2) the difference between a terrorist and a guerrilla (a difference
that is likely to elicit different responses from the threatened bu-
reaucracies of liberal democracies). Examples of these planned
omissions include a dearth of detailed information on the laws and
practices of Ayatollah Khomeini's Iran, Uganda under Idi Amin, Bo-
tha's South Africa, Honduras, Guatemala, the Philippines, and per-
haps even the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and a host of
other left- or right-wing authoritarian nation-states. This book is es-
sentially the study of the theory, tactics and counter-terrorism prac-
tices of western liberal democractic nation-states in response to
terrorism from below, not terror from above. It does, however, of-
fer a fascinating brief review of the complexities that surround the
definition of terrorism.
The second basic shortcoming of Political Terrorism is its failure
to clearly and systematically, i.e. consistently, differentiate between
terrorism (the challenge to state enforcement power) and guerrilla
warfare (the challenge to the very authority of the state itself). Such
a differentiation would enable the new student of political violence
to more fully focus upon the raison d'&re of such umbrella organi-
zations as The Palestine Liberation Organization and the Irish Re-
publican Army, classic guerrilla organizations versus a classic
terrorist organization such as The Japanese Red Army. The clear
and distinct differentiation between terrorism and guerrilla warfare
1985] 257
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also enables the student of political violence to understand why a
classic guerrilla organization such as the African National Congress
has apparently perpetrated acts of terrorism, for example, the
targeting of civilians who have provided state's evidence in the pros-
ecution of ANC cadre. This differentiation also puts the relation-
ship of a guerrilla movement's political and military wings more
clearly into focus, for example, the African National Congress of
South Africa's Permanent Mission to the United Nations and its mil-
itary wing, The Umkhonto we Sizwe.
Nonetheless, if one would have time to read but one scholarly
treatise on "terrorism" tactics, theory, and counter-"terrorism"
measures, then this is the book. Political Terrorism is a useful refer-
ence for both the serious student of terrorism and for the reason-
ably informed pop periodical and news media dabbler. It
introduces and provides brief sketches on a host of terrorist's practi-
tioners and theorists. It offers a succinct but provocative review of
the definitional issues which plague the study of "terrorism" and
political violence. It is an excellent core text for an undergraduate
course on political violence and terrorism/guerrilla warfare when
coupled with such recent texts as Lawrence Freedman and Yonah
Alexander's Perspectives on Terrorism,3 Richard Kobetz and H.H. Z.
Cooper's Target Terrorism,4 and John D. Elliot and Leslie Gibson's
Contemporary Terrorism.
5




COMPUTERS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE: AN INTRODUCTION TO SMALL COM-
PUTERS. By Joseph A. Waldron, Carol A. Sutton, and Terry F. Buss.
Cincinnati: Anderson Publishing Company, 1983. Pp. 73.
$8.95.
Computers and data processing are rapidly working their way
into all levels of the criminal justice profession. They are used in a
wide range of applications from word processing, to database infor-
mation retrieval, to statistical calculations. And while not every
3 L. FREEDMAN & Y. ALEXANDER, PERSPECTIVES ON TERRORISM (1983).
4 R. KOBETZ & H. COOPER, TARGET TERRORISM (1978).
5 J. ELLIOT & L. GIBSON, CONTEMPORARY TERRORISM (1978).
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agency can expect to be in direct contact with a computer in the
near future most all, to some extent, will be indirectly involved. The
authors of Computers in Criminal Justice attempt to explain the work-
ings, uses, advantages and disadvantages of modern data processing
equipment in a simplified form using a language for "beginners."
What they succeed in doing, however, is intermixing a variety of
themes into a confusing hodgepodge which possess little resem-
blance to their stated purpose.
The authors' faults lie in three distinct areas. First, the intro-
duction states "by the end of the decade nearly all professionals in
the criminal justice system will have their own personal computer"
(p. 1). This is an interesting concept, yet very little is said about
why anyone would want to use a computer. Second, the authors
intermingle a variety of computer terms and concepts into the text
without fully explaining them or relating them to the topics at hand.
They attempt to explain the computer by comparing it to an ordi-
nary calculator. This approach, however, becomes overly compli-
cated and departs from their "simplified" approach. Finally, the
overall theme of the book is not concrete. The reader is taken from
a brief explanation on the components and operations of a com-
puter into a rather detailed "Buyer's Guide" for which the reader
has not been prepared fully to use.
The book concludes with an interesting, yet somewhat out of
place, discussion on computer security and addresses some of the
concerns surrounding the accessibility of confidential data and pro-
tection of the system from unauthorized users.
To conclude, Computers in Criminal Justice lacks organization and
strays away from its stated purpose too often. The authors' choice
of examples, use of computerese, and skimpy explanations only
serve to cast negative shadows on the benefits of computers-
shadows that may give some people second thoughts about entering






NEWS OF CRIME: COURTS AND PRESS IN CONFLICT. By J Edward
Gerald. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1983. Pp. x, 227.
$29.95.
A California judge finds a newspaper reporter in contempt and
fines her $500 for refusing to provide the defense in a murder case
with her notes of an interview with a witness. The Michigan
Supreme Court allows judges to close preliminary hearings and seal
records in sex-crime cases. The United States Supreme Court lets
stand a California judge's ban on news coverage at a pretrial hearing
for a man accused of raping and murdering his stepmother.
These episodes-all in early 1985-show that clashes between
the courts and the news media remain a regular occurrence around
the United States. J. Edward Gerald traces the roots of such dis-
agreements in a concise and useful compendium.
First, a warning that despite the title, the book is concerned not
with all media coverage of crime but rather with those few sensa-
tional cases that get to trial. It is these cases that have provoked a
running battle between judges and journalists that shows no sign of
ending.
Although much of the book is devoted to recounting significant
cases such as Sheppard,I Nebraska Press Association,2 Gannett3 and Rich-
mond Newspapers4 that largely define free press/fair trial rules as they
stand today, he wisely begins with the proposition that there is more
to the issue than the letter of the law. Both judges and journalists
have their own sense of professional pride that can lead, says Ger-
ald, to a "dangerous rivalry" for public approval. The press is the
underdog, but "the dog has shown surprising strength" (p. 22).
The underlying problem has no simple solution. In celebrated
cases, journalists know that their audience wants all the details and
will fault them for "covering up" if they do not publish or broadcast
everything. But some crucial information from police, pretrial hear-
ings or merely criminal records may not be admissible in a defend-
ant's trial. Wide exposure to potential jurors might cause mistrials,
long delays or changes of venue, which in turn cost taxpayers money
and may keep a defendant in jail longer awaiting trial.
A typical conflict cited by Gerald: During a perjury trial, ajudge
ordered the Philadelphia Inquirer not to publish the fact that the de-
I Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333 (1966).
2 Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539 (1976).
3 Gannett v. DePasquale, 443 U.S. 368 (1979).
4 Richmond Newspapers v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555 (1980).
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fendant also was under indictment for conspiring to kill a govern-
ment informer. The newspaper went ahead anyway and was held in
contempt, a ruling overturned on appeal. Gerald wonders whether
the Inquirer's stand was due in part "to pure journalistic cussedness,"
in that the information was hardly new or of pressing public con-
cern. Still, the media win most "gag order" cases because the
weight of legal opinion remains opposed to prior restraint of the
press. Should reporters be allowed to report on all court proceed-
ings even if the result may be a mistrial? Declares Gerald: "Open-
ness is the rule; closure is the rare exception" (p. 114).
The battleground is not confined to whether journalists should
be able to publicize prejudicial facts before or during a trial. Judges
and journalists also disagree over when reporters should be re-
quired to disclose confidential sources. A key ruling was the 1972
Branzburg case 5 that held reporters subject to subpoenas for evi-
dence in criminal cases. More than half the states have passed so-
called shield laws that attempt to define when a journalist may be
required to give evidence. Gerald concludes that such statutes have
worked fairly well in resolving disputes, although the press has
borne heavy litigation costs and scrutiny over its standards and mo-
tives to protect sources in order to keep reporters out of court.
A final area of discord is camera coverage of courts-a proce-
dure banned by the Supreme Court in the 1965 Estes case, 6 but then
allowed under the 1981 Chandler7 decision that permitted states to
experiment with photo or broadcast coverage. Some states now
have allowed courtroom pictures for years with little apparent harm
done, while others keep all cameras out. "Much missionary work
remains to be done," (p. 164), comments Gerald.
After a somewhat dry recitation of how our legal precedents in
the free press/fair trial area developed-mostly from extreme
cases-Gerald gets to the heart of the matter in his concluding chap-
ter. Here we find that by now a "well-rounded fair trial policy," is in
place in most states. To avoid future conflicts, each side in the his-
toric dispute should recognize the other's problems. In Gerald's
view, the courts by and large have bent over backwards to protect
press rights under the first amendment. The burden of further pro-
gress is on the media to develop "a more informed insight into basic
judicial politics" and work with judges and lawyers behind the
scenes rather than try for "absolute victories" in court (p. 181).
5 Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665 (1972).
6 Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1965).
7 Chandler v. Florida, 449 U.S. 560 (1981).
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The conclusion is valid, but it deserves more discussion than it
gets. As it is, it may be overlooked amidst all the discussions of ap-
pellate court opinions and American Bar Association guidelines.
Although these form the ground rules of press-court relations, the
day-to-day interactions between jurists and reporters around the
United States may be guided more by informal dealings than legal
niceties. A case in point: Two reporters watching a murder trial in a
St. Louis courtroom recently were called by the judge to the bench.
The defendant was the fourth to be tried for the crime, the judge
explained. Could the reporters please delay writing stories men-
tioning that the first three had been convicted, so that the jury
would not have to be sequestered? The reporters agreed, stories
were held off for a few days and the trial proceeded uneventfully.
Stubborn parties on either side could have made the case into a full-
blown controversy, but the matter was resolved quietly and there is
no evidence that the public interest was harmed.
That case was not a sensational one that made national news,
and News of Crime is a valuable summary of how such episodes
helped the law on press-court contention get to where it stands
today. But the story of how reporters, judges and lawyers interact to
produce somewhat patchwork coverage of the vast majority of
American criminal cases-and the criminal justice process as a
whole-is yet to be written.
TED GEST
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT
PRISONERS OF ISOLATION: SOLITARY CONFINEMENT IN CANADA. By
Michael Jackson. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983.
Pp. v, 330. $35.00.
The topic of solitary confinement is one that has not received
much attention in criminology, penology or theories of punishment.
It is difficult to understand why researchers have essentially ignored
this area of concern. To his credit, Michael Jackson sees solitary
confinement as an important and ethical issue which deserves atten-
tion. Unfortunately, Prisoners of Isolation does not do justice to this
topic.
The book begins with a historical look at solitary confinement
and penitentiary discipline in Canada. This is centered upon a
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lengthy description of the McCann v. The Queen' case in which the
court addressed the issue of solitary confinement as cruel and unu-
sual punishment. Jackson explores the impact of the McCann deci-
sion upon the practice of solitary confinement. Finally, he offers a
model of reform that deals with due process issues concerning soli-
tary confinement.
The book focuses upon the legal argument of the McCann v. The
Queen case. McCann was an inmate who had endured lengthy stays
in solitary confinement in the special correctional unit of the British
Columbia Penitentiary. McCann filed a statement of claim in Fed-
eral Court that stated he was "being held arbitrarily in solitary con-
finement and [was] being subjected to cruel and unusual treatment
and punishment" (p. 45). Jackson represented McCann in the case
and provides a narrative of the entire process.
The author offers a detailed model of reform that covers a wide
range of issues affecting the practice of solitary confinement. Soli-
tary confinement under Jackson's model would not be abolished,
but would be put under strict regulations and procedures. The de-
velopments in recent years following the McCann decision, however,
cause the author to be pessimistic about the future of solitary con-
finement in Canada's maximum security institutions.
According to Jackson, Prisoners of Isolation was originally aimed
at lawyers, law students, and judges. Others, though, encouraged
Jackson to try to reach a larger audience. Regretfully, he took their
advice. Jackson concedes that most of the book is written in a form
of analysis which represents "the way lawyers think," as opposed to
the way the rest of the world thinks. He further admits that parts of
the book go beyond discussions of the law and that these sections
might not be well received by lawyers. The author openly makes no
apologies for this schism in style of writing.
I am not an attorney so I cannot predict what those within the
legal community might think of this book. I am curious, though, as
to how many lawyers, law students and judges would even be inter-
ested in reading this book. Scholars and students of criminal jus-
tice, as well as correctional employees should have a greater interest
in solitary confinement. It is difficult to distinguish, however, who
the author feels is his audience. In my opinion, it would seem to be
a very small audience comprised of attorneys with similar interests
as Jackson. Perhaps to this limited audience the book might be well
received, but to all others, I think this book misses the mark.
A major shortcoming of the book is that it raises more ques-
1 29 C.C.C. (2d) 337 (1976).
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tions than it answers. For example, the major focus of the book is
on the practice of solitary confinement in Canada's maximum secur-
ity penitentiaries. One has to wonder why the book only looks at
this practice in Canadian penitentiaries. The relative dearth of re-
search in this area would seem to warrant a much larger base of
study than just Canada. It is also difficult to understand why the
focus is on maximum security prisons. The practice of solitary con-
finement is not just limited to these institutions. Further, it is never
made clear how many prisons in Canada are maximum security pris-
ons and how many inmates are in solitary confinement. Both are
likely to be very small. Additionally, it is difficult to understand why
Jackson is always "hoping to show" something to prisoners, prison
administrators and lawyers. If the author is trying to influence
prison policy, it would seem that he should be interested in "hoping
to show" legislative bodies his arguments.
Another limitation of Prisoners of Isolation is that it is too long in
certain sections and not long enough in others. Too much time is
spent discussing the details of legal cases. The legal rhetoric does
not enhance the focus of the book and actually retards the analysis
of solitary confinement. The physical, psychological, and emotional
effects of isolation are intriguing and should have received much
more attention. The limited accounts of inmates who suffered in
"the hole" were clearly the best parts of the book.
There is no doubt that Prisoners of Isolation enhances our under-
standing of solitary confinement. This book, however, could have
been much more enlightening and informative. Interviews with
prisoners of isolation in different security-level institutions would
have improved our understanding of solitary confinement. More
importantly, a comparative analysis of conditions in other countries
would have greatly aided the comprehension of administration and






VIOLENCE AND CRIME IN CROSS-NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE. By Dane
Archer and Rosemary Gartner. New Haven: Yale University Press,
1984. Pp. ix, 341. $30.00.
Certain problems characterize much of contemporary criminol-
ogy. It is ethnocentric, lacks creativity and is written in a form inac-
cessible to all but cognescenti of our academic jargon. Dane Archer
and Rosemary Gartner's book Violence and Crime in Cross-National Per-
spective does not suffer from these pitfalls. Their work is readable
and reveals a vivid sociological imagination. Furthermore, it is a pi-
oneering effort to address major criminological questions using ex-
tensive historical and international data. These two authors follow a
worthy quantitative and analytical tradition, established by Gurr and
Tilly, of studying the impact of larger, social, political and economic
forces on crime by using a cross-national data base.
Where does the data come from? Archer and Gartner have
spent nearly a decade constructing an extensive archive of crime sta-
tistics from 110 nations and 44 cities on the incidence of five major
categories of criminal activity. By consulting yearbooks, writing
hundreds of letters and deciphering replies in a variety of tongues,
they have assembled the most comprehensive historical and cross-
national data base currently available. Unlike many scholars who
guard their research sources tenaciously, Archer and Gartner gener-
ously share their assembled archive with their readership. Half the
volume is a compilation of their statistics, a source that should en-
courage and facilitate further international crime research.
Scholars eager to utilize the data will find that while these data
are valuable and extensive, they do not provide all desired informa-
tion. For example, there are no figures on the offender population
thereby precluding research on the evolution of juvenile delin-
quency or the development of female criminality in the current cen-
tury. Furthermore, the diverse definitions of crime have led to the
aggregation of data. While homicide data are separated into homi-
cides, manslaughter and murder, there is little differentiation in the
types of property crime. Caveats aside, statistics are provided on
the crime categories of rape, assault, theft, robbery as well as the
three forms of killing for lengthy periods, thus permitting longitudi-
nal analysis.
Many scholars have failed to embark on comparative research
citing the unavailability and unreliability of data. While Archer and
Gartner have helped overcome the first major obstacle to cross-cul-
tural research, many may still question the validity of the assembled
figures. In a thoughtful chapter the two authors address this formi-
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dable problem (Ch. 3). They suggest that their data are not as prob-
lematic as those assembled by the United Nations or Interpol whose
results often serve political rather than scholarly objectives. To em-
phasize that many of the assembled data have not been manipulated
for policy reasons, they cite correspondence from several of their
foreign respondents indicating that the data had not been tabulated
prior to Archer and Gartner's request. While these facts minimize
the risks of relying on the data, the two authors suggest that the
validity of the violent offense data is probably higher. They made
the violent offenses, therefore, the primary components of their
analysis.
While the Archer and Gartner data set is superior to those
which have been previously assembled, they may not be as accurate
indicators as the two authors suggest. Because they are dealing with
both reported crimes and conviction statistics, their figures are sub-
ject to manipulation by policing agencies and in the latter case by
the courts as well.
Archer and Gartner, recognizing the limitations of their data,
have cleverly constructed a schema to make optimum use of the as-
sembled statistics. They present four models that "vary greatly in
terms ofthe degree to which they are methodologically vulnerable"
(p.53). Their designs, to be used in studying levels and trends in
crime commission, address the strengths and weaknesses of their
data set suggesting alternative strategies to be used with homicide
and non-homicide data.
While the statistical and methodological discussion only may be
of interest to more quantitative types, the three studies that use the
collected data are of much broader interest. They reveal the imagi-
nation of the scholars-addressing intriguing problems in a cross-
national perspective. These three essays ask: Is the death penalty a
deterrent to homicide? Does the level of domestic violence increase
after a war? Does urban growth contribute to higher homicide
rates? These essays present highly quantitative data in a most read-
able fashion. Each substantive chapter is thoroughly grounded in
the theoretical literature, concisely summarizing the major intellec-
tual arguments in the field.
For those who have followed Archer and Gartner's writings
there are few surprises as the three substantive chapters previously
appeared in only slightly different form as journal articles. But the
future directions that they suggest for quantitative research expand
the areas of inquiry of contemporary criminology. They propose
using their cross-national data set to study the relationship between
policies that strive for economic egalitarianism and crime rates, gun
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ownership and rates of violent crime and revolution and acts of
"private" violence (p.8 ). In their conclusion, they provide a brief
but tantalizing discussion of the impact of unemployment on rates
of violent crime.
The diverse themes discussed in this review are indicative of the
book. There is not a unifying theme; the organizational focus is the
data set. The text, however, ensures that the book is not merely a
reference source. While the authors hope that the presentation of
their data archive will help fellow scholars overcome ethnocentric
bias, the literature review in the methodological and substantive dis-
cussion is heavily biased towards American writings. With these ob-
jections aside, the authors have provided a valuable collaborative






CRIMINAL JUSTICE HISTORY: AN INTERNATIONAL REVIEW. VOL. IV.
Edited by Henry Cohen. Westport, Conn.: Meckler Publishing
Company, 1983. Pp. 161. $49.50.
Criminal Justice History, published annually since 1980, offers a
wide range of articles on the history of crime, crime prevention and
criminal justice. Under review is volume four which includes five
articles, ten book reviews and a brief survey of works in progress by
Canadians on the history of criminal justice relating to their country.
The first article byJ.B. Post studies the evolution of the English
Crown's monopoly over felony cases involving sentences of death or
mutilation during the latter Middle Ages. Post demonstrates that
from the twelfth century on, the Crown encroached on the tradi-
tional prerogatives of local customary and franchise courts to hear
and determine felony cases. The Crown was able to take control
over such cases by expanding the adjudicative functions of local
gentry and by using the Crown's county jails as courts of assize.
Rob Sindall's article focuses on middle-class crime in England
during the second half of the nineteenth century. Using data de-
rived from the records of cases tried before the courts of London
and Birmingham between 1855 and 1900, Sindall shows that crimes
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committed by members of the middle classes increased over time in
proportion to crimes committed by the rest of Victorian society. Es-
pecially after 1870, the efficiency of police and the advent of detec-
tives helped curb lower-class crime, while the expansion of the
commercial and service sectors of the economy provided greater op-
portunities for middle-class crimes. The lack of strict bureaucratic
controls and poor accounting methods provided the middle classes
ample opportunities to commit occupation-related crimes such as
embezzlement and fraud. Moreover, many members of the middle
classes in the later years of the century faced an increasing dichot-
omy between their aspirations of upward social and economic mo-
bility and the realities of limited prospects for advancement and low
salaries. Thus, members of the middle classes had the opportunities
and the motives to commit crimes. Sindall's study is valuable be-
cause of its sound methodological approach and its incorporation of
modem theories of criminology, such as differential association and
social disorganization, to explain middle-class crime in the nine-
teenth century. Most importantly, Sindall's work does much to cor-
rect the biases of modern historiography which have too frequently
focused on crimes of the lower classes in England.
Social and occupational functions of the nineteenth-century
Lancashire Constabulary is the subject of W.J. Lowe's contribution.
Using the Constabulary's personnel files for 1845-1870, Lowe has
analyzed the backgrounds of the 4,300 men who served in the larg-
est police force of mid-century England. Lancashire police work at-
tracted young, single recruits, the vast majority of whom were
members of the urban and agricultural laboring classes. Police work
offered almost all of these men relatively high wages free from peri-
odic lay-offs, long-term career security and heightened social re-
spectability. In addition, fringe benefits were an important
inducement for recruits. Pension for retired and disabled officers
and the opportunity to live in station houses at modest rents were
benefits with no counterparts in most laboring occupations. Never-
theless, rapid turnover was a marked problem, with nearly 75% of
the recruits leaving service within five years. Lowe argues that long
hours, frequent physical assaults and stringent on- and off-duty dis-
cipline were too much for some. Furthermore, the traditional hos-
tility of the working classes towards policemen may have alienated
many recruits who were themselves members of the working class.
Terry Chapman has provided an article illustrating the social
and legal attitudes towards homosexuality in three western Cana-
dian provinces between 1890 and 1920. Chapman traces the confu-
sion in English law which failed to distinguish among homosexual,
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heterosexual and bestial forms of sodomy, a confusion which passed
into Canadian law under the criminal term "buggery." No clear un-
derstanding of homosexuals prevailed in Canada, for despite the de-
velopment of psycho-medical theories, Canadian attitudes towards
homosexuals remained clouded in the stigmatic notion of the "Os-
car Wilde type." Whether homosexuality as a criminal offense was
widespread in western Canada between 1890 and 1920 is questiona-
ble. On the one hand, Chapman asserts that acts of "buggery" were
"fairly common" (p. 107), yet he cites scant criminal evidence and
notes that "very few cases of buggery" appeared either in the pub-
lished law reports or in the newspapers (pp. 109-10). Unfortu-
nately, Chapman's informative article is too often troubled with now
standard assertions such as "the existence of homosexual relation-
ships.., seemed to threaten the very foundations of a society based
on married love" (p. 113) with no more than a handful of criminal
cases over a thirty-year period to lend support.
William Moore's article is a detailed investigation of the polit-
ical controversy surrounding expanding gambling activities in post-
World War II Florida. Like many other states where boundaries be-
tween legal and illegal gambling were in flux, Florida's legal en-
forcement of its gambling law was left to local discretion. An
apparent increase, however, in the non-Floridian criminal elements
during 1949-1953 brought into existence local anti-gambling
groups whose futile efforts to gain control of municipal politics led
them to demand state-level intervention. Spearheaded by the Crime
Commission of Greater Miami, anti-gambling reformers looked for
support to the newly-elected governor, Fuller Warren. Moore
draws a vivid portrait of Warren who, despite an initial anti-gam-
bling stance, quickly became bewildered by the complexities of the
state's strong tradition of local or "home rule" politics and by the
gambling connections of his own associates. Warren's inability to
sort out these conflicts led the reformers to turn to the national gov-
ernment and the United States Senate's Kefauver Committee in
their efforts to clean-up Florida gambling corruption. Moore's in-
sightful handling of the complexities of the interactions between lo-
cal and state politics and their relationship to gambling should
prove to be a useful model for other historians working with such
difficult issues.
Though fairly expensive, Criminal Justice History, Volume Four,
offers historians and graduate students not only valuable reading
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material, but several articles displaying a variety of methodologies





THE REIGN OF ERROR: PSYCHIATRY, AUTHORITY, AND LAw. By Lee
Coleman, M.D. Boston: Beacon Press, 1984. Pp. xvi, 300.
$18.95 (cloth), $9.95 (paper).
This work is the credo of an abolitionist and reformer. In an
era where professional associations, experts, and commentators are
caught in a web of conflicting opinions and circular reasoning, The
Reign of Error stands out as a thoughtful, refreshingly candid brief
for the disengagement of mental health professionals from the crim-
inal justice system.
Lee Coleman is a psychiatrist in private practice who has writ-
ten articles for popular and professional journals and has "testified
in over one hundred and thirty criminal and civil trials around the
country, countering the authority of psychiatrists or psychologists"
(p. xv). He has also testified before the Subcommittee on Criminal
Justice of the United States House Committee on the Judiciary deal-
ing with revision of the federal criminal code.
His basic contention is that society and the professionals en-
gaged in the forensic area have mistakenly and for too long placed
their faith in the mental health "expert" who plays a disproportion-
ately large role in determining the guilt or innocence of the mentally
disordered offender. Prediction, diagnosis, treatment and punish-
ment, under this analysis, most often produce unfair, inaccurate,
damaging and hypocritical results.
My experiences as a psychiatrist tell me that psychiatry should be
stripped of its state-given powers for two main reasons. First, psychia-
trists do not have the tools that society thinks they have. They have no
special way of predicting who will commit a criminal act or of deter-
mining when a criminal is cured of antisocial tendencies. They have
no tests to determine a person's innermost thoughts, even though the
courts assume they do. Second, problems associated with psychiatric
power are really ethical and political considerations rather than scien-
tific or medical ones. Thus, when a psychiatrist uses legal authority to
involuntarily hospitalize a person whose behavior is disturbing, the
psychiatrist is acting more on behalf of the community than on behalf
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of the patient. Similarly, when a psychiatrist testifies on legal insanity,
medical language is used to present opinions on the legal and ethical
questions of criminal responsibility (p. x).
One is reminded of the writings of Thomas Szasz and Ivan
Illich, but Coleman is less of a theorist and academician, and con-
centrates on what actually happens in the courtroom, the prison and
the hospital. He devotes considerable attention to the insanity de-
fense, diminished capacity, incompetency to stand trial, treatment
without consent, civil and criminal commitment, and the use of
psychotropic drugs and other methods of control. There is a sepa-
rate chapter on the juvenile justice system.
Coleman's major quarrel is not with psychiatry per se, but with
its misuse for inappropriate, hidden and often unconstitutional pur-
poses. This view is elaborated in a chart on page 32 that lists seven
legal issues, with official purposes in one column, and hidden ethi-
cal, legal or political agendas in another.
On the topic of the insanity defense, the author discusses many
of the same cases and comes to the same conclusions in regard to
"how and why the insanity plea defeats justice, discredits psychiatry,
and enrages the public"1 as does a recent book by William J. Win-
slade and Judith Wilson Ross.
Tinkering with the definitions of and changing the tests for in-
sanity are superficial reforms as long as the method of determina-
tion remains the same. Coleman sees incarceration in a mental
institution as punishment, thereby vitiating one of the moral justifi-
cations for the insanity defense. Indefinite terms of commitment
and indeterminate sentencing do not protect society or permit real
therapy for prisoners or patients.
Space does not permit a detailed comparison of the major state-
ments and reports issued by professional groups on the insanity de-
fense in the last few years. Coleman comments negatively on the
1982 Statement on the Insanity Defense of the American Psychiatric
Association. The APA, the National Commission on the Insanity
Defense, and the American Bar Association all favor retention of the
insanity defense with some differences in definition or
administration.
The federal Insanity Defense Reform Act of 1984, part of the
Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, adopts most of the rec-
ommendations made by these associations. 2
The report of the American Medical Association is the only one
1 W. WINSLADE &J. Ross, THE INSANITY PLEA 20 (1983).
2 18 U.S.C.A. § 20 (West Supp. 1985).
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to recommend the abolition of the insanity defense and the adop-
tion of the mens rea limitation.
3
The role of the jury in the trial process has been largely ne-
glected by Coleman and others. Thejury can exercise its independ-
ent moral judgment in providing special treatment to the mentally
incapable defendant, without having to explain or justify its deliber-
ations and conclusions.
With or without the abolition of the insanity defense, it must be
remembered that evidence of a defendant's mental capacity would
not be eliminated from criminal proceedings. Even if the trier of
fact were not to rely on expert testimony, testimony of persons with
knowledge of the facts would still be relevant.
Two other points that Coleman raises are the great expense of
psychiatric expert testimony, and the tendency of professionals in
the mental health system to "treat" the patient, despite civil rights
safeguards that may be built into the law.
Some of his suggestions for reform in sentencing and treatment
include definite penalties based on the seriousness of the crime,
fixed sentences for specific categories of crimes with little judicial
discretion, alternatives for prison sentences for nonviolent offend-
ers, protection from involuntary psychiatric treatments, and abolish-
ment of parole surveillance (p. 208).
All the issues raised in The Reign of Error and in the other
sources cited have become more important and of wider scope be-
cause the United States Supreme Court in Ake v. Oklahoma,4 found
that due process requires that the state provide a court-appointed
psychiatrist or psychologist to aid in developing an insanity plea for
an indigent criminal defendant.
In conclusion, The Reign of Error is written in a clear and con-
vincing style with a minimum ofjargon, but is more repetitious than
necessary. The author relies too heavily on "worst cases" for illus-
trations, a practice not uncommon in works written for the general
public as well as for a professional readership. He does provide rea-
soned and logical bases for his arguments and supports his conclu-
sions and recommendations with citations to the significant research
3 251J. A.M.A. 2967 (1984).
4 Ake v. Oklahoma, 663 P.2d I (Okla. Crim. App.), rev'd, 105 S. Ct. 1087 (1985).
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and writing in the field. The book contains endnotes, a bibliography
of books and articles, and an index.
STANLEY E. HORST
COLLEGE OF LAW LIBRARY
NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
THEORIES OF DELINQUENCY: AN EXAMINATION OF EXPLANATIONS OF
DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR. By DonaldJ. Shoemaker. New York: Ox-
ford University Press, 1984. Pp. xix, 281. $8.95.
In Theories of Delinquency, Donald Shoemaker examines and eval-
uates theories of delinquency causation. Prompted by the confusion
that students encounter when exposed to an array of apparently
contradictory etiological perspectives, the author proposes to ex-
plain existing theories in a consistent, organized manner and to
identify points of convergence and complementarity among them.
The plan and organization of the book are appealing. In the
first chapter, Shoemaker introduces the student to the concepts of
causality, theory and theory verification. The next eight chapters
are devoted to discussions of each of several approaches to delin-
quency. These include: (1) biological and biosocial theories-in-
cluding somatotypes, the general heredity hypothesis and more
contemporary biosocial approaches; (2) psychological explana-
tions-intelligence, the psychoanalytic model, general personality
theory; (3) social disorganization and anomie; (4) lower-class-based
theories; (5) interpersonal and situational explanations-differential
association, drift; (6) control theories; (7) labeling theory; and (8)
radical theory. In each of the theory chapters, the author traces the
development of the perspective and briefly identifies "basic assump-
tions" and "key concepts." He then discusses research bearing on
the theory's validity, and concludes with an evaluation of the the-
ory's strengths and limitations.
Additional chapters deal with female and middle class delin-
quency. The concluding chapter provides a summary analysis and
presents the author's proposals regarding a synthesis of theoretical
perspectives.
In terms of comprehensiveness, the incorporation of biological
and psychological approaches makes this volume more reflective of
the multidisciplinary nature of the field than many comparable texts.
Some may be dissatisfied, however, with the author's failure to in-
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clude a discussion of deterrence theory and by the scant attention
given to the social learning model.
While there is much to commend in the overall plan of this
book, its execution is disappointing. The book is presumably aimed
at an introductory-level undergraduate readership. The writing
style, however, is pitched at a fairly high level, which some students
may find difficult. Moreover, the author uses concepts with which
beginning students are unlikely to be familiar. For example, each of
the following terms are mentioned without explanation: "operant
behavior theory," "secondary analysis," "radical nonintervention,"
"I-level," and "quasi-experimental participant observation study."
In the introductory chapter, only five pages are devoted to the
topics of theory, causality and theory verification. The discussion of
causality is especially weak. Shoemaker introduces the issue of
spuriousness, which he handles all too briefly and with a poor choice
of illustrations. It is likely to confuse introductory-level students.
The subject of validity is similarly poorly handled. The discussion is
sketchy, and validity is never clearly defined. Empirical validity, for
example, is handled in two sentences: "Most often, [theories] are
verified by gathering data designed to test the validity of their con-
cepts and propositions. This way of testing a theory may be re-
ferred to as the empirical, or inductive [sic] method" (p. 9).
In the theory chapters, Shoemaker presents generally adequate
summaries of theoretical perspectives and provides fairly thorough
reviews of relevant empirical evidence. The discussion of each per-
spective's "basic assumptions," however, is quite inadequate. Most
are not assumptions at all, but theoretical propositions. For exam-
ple, Shoemaker identifies two "assumptions" of Cloward and Oh-
lin's opportunity theory: "(1) that blocked economic aspirations
cause poor self-concepts and general feelings of frustrations, and
(2) that these frustrations lead to delinquency in specialized gang
contexts" (p. 109). The author does not systematically address true
assumptions such as the theorist's view of human nature or the ba-
ses of social order, nor does he fully explore the underlying logic of
each perspective. Consequently, the book does not illuminate the
competing claims of different explanatory models and fails to con-
vey the depth, diversity and complexity of its subject.
Shoemaker's evaluations of the empirical validity of various per-
spectives likewise leave much to be desired. While he reports and
describes much theory-relevant research, his critiques of the empiri-
cal evidence are sometime presented in grocery-list fashion. Some
of the evaluative commentary is fairly complex, and will be incom-
prehensible to beginning students without further elaboration or
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explanation. Several times Shoemaker criticizes research using offi-
cial data. Yet he never explains the shortcomings of official data,
nor does he discuss alternative methods of measurement.
Theories of Delinquency also contains several misleading state-
ments and plain errors. Among the most egregious: After describ-
ing the personality dimensions of each of three I-level subtypes,
Shoemaker concludes: "[I]t may be surmised that the personality of
the delinquent is not only immature, but simultaneously aggressive,
passive, and neurotic" (p. 59). He claims that "an acceptance of
Cohen's thesis leads to the conclusion that school failure leads to
dropping out, which leads to delinquency" (p. 106), although I
think a more reasoned reading of Cohen would lead to the expecta-
tion that dropout might alleviate many of the status frustrations that
provide the push to delinquency. In his discussion of social control
theory, Shoemaker confuses concepts, referring to "lack of attach-
ment to conventional beliefs" (p. 174). He claims that Lander de-
fines anomie as "community stability and the effective presence of
agreement concerning proper conduct" (p. 91). Finally, "according
to the logic of relative deprivation, the poor, or those in the lower
class, do not compare their condition with middle- and upper-class
life-styles, even when they are aware of such values and behaviors.
Instead, the poor compare themselves with each other or those just
above poverty" (p. 93).
In the final chapter, Shoemaker provides an evaluative sum-
mary and argues for theoretical synthesis. The summary consists of
a rather superficial assessment of the limitations and strengths of
each perspective. Despite the fact that some theories are lacking in
both logical and empirical adequacy, the author suggests that each
has something to contribute to an understanding of delinquency:
"Actually, any theory of delinquency that incorporates the learning
and appreciation of social rules is worthy of consideration in the
investigation of delinquency. For this reason, no explanation
should be totally rejected outright" (p. 264).
Shoemaker concludes with a recommendation for theoretical
synthesis. "What is needed in delinquency theory and research is a
better understanding of how deliquency develops and is either
maintained or discontinued, whether for a short time or more per-
manently. At this point it would seem that the way to approach this
goal is to amalgamate existing theories" (p. 268). These are his ma-
jor points of synthesis: "Each of the theories presented in this text
has at least one thing in common, the explanation ofjuvenile delin-
quency" (p. 265), and "each explanation seems to focus on a differ-
ent aspect of the same problem" (p. 255). Shoemaker seems to have
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no appreciation for the formidability of the task of theoretical inte-
gration. He offers a synthesis that is both facile and misleading,
largely because he has failed to address, let alone resolve, the con-
flicting assumptions of competing perspectives. Clearly, different
theories do not simply focus on different aspects of the problem.
Many view the problem in fundamentally incompatible ways, a point
that seems to escape the author. Theories of Delinquency will not en-
able newcomers to the field of delinquency to grasp the richness and
complexity of its theoretical formulations or to appreciate the
healthy competition among its perspectives.
DONNA M. BISHOP
CENTER FOR STUDIES
IN CRIMINOLOGY AND LAW
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
CAMPUS POLICING: THE NATURE OF UNIVERSITY POLICE WORK. By
Diane C. Bordner and David M. Petersen. Lanham, MD.: Univer-
sity Press of America, 1983. Pp. xiii, 260. $12.95.
The study of the nature of police work at 'Down Town Univer-
sity' (a pseudonym for the site of this research, a large state sup-
ported commuter oriented university in a major southeastern
United States city) presented by Bordner and Petersen is ground
breaking in that no other such study of police practice in a campus
setting has been published. The authors contend that previous
research on campus policing has suffered from limited data and
focuses on structural and institutional factors rather than on polic-
ing and those who engage in it, as this book does in rich detail. The
study also compares campus policing at DTU with urban policing in
general, in order to ascertain the impact of the campus environment
on policing in an urban setting. Campus Policing presents a clear pic-
ture of what campus police actually do, and how they feel about
their work, as well as an analysis of the impact of the university envi-
ronment on policing. Ample data, both quantitative and qualitative,
is presented towards these ends.
While the research seems sound given the type of study (an in
depth case study), the uses made of the results in the text are not
always appropriate. Although it becomes apparent in Chapter Two,
dealing with the organizational locus of the police department at
DTU, that Bordner and Petersen are presenting an in depth case
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study, no specific reference to this important fact is found in the
preface or introductory chapter. The authors imply that something
more general is to follow, but it does not. Given the criticism of
prior research Bordner and Petersen present, a national survey of
urban campus police officers dealing with their work, their attitudes
toward their work, and their views on the impact of the university
setting on policing, as well as data on the labor market and indus-
trial structure of policing seemed appropriate.
A second criticism is that the authors are often unwilling to
draw a conclusion, even when the data presented are convincing.
For example, we are told that unlike urban police in general, police
at DTU do not order themselves in an informal hierarchy of prestige
or status, and that this is due in part to the fact that assignments are
equally preferable. We are told a few pages later, however, that
those assigned to the 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift are perceived by their
fellow officers as unreliable and are therefore looked down on; this
certainly has the appearance of an informal hierarchy of status based
on assignment preference. Indeed, if it were true that DTU police
officers had no informal status hierarchy, this would be a unique
finding, but the evidence presented undermines such a conclusion.
In studying recruitment, the authors state that DTU officers are sim-
ilar to other urban police in terms of class background, age, educa-
tional attainment, and sex (p. 87). The data presented, however,
indicate that the typical DTU officer is black, and although the re-
cruitment of minority officers is one of the most controversial issues
in the field, the authors present no discussion of this fact. A careful
reading suggests the authors are not always able to decide when a
conclusion supported by solid evidence should be made and when
such a conclusion should not be made.
Despite such shortcomings, this study is worth reading for
those interested in campus policing. Bordner and Petersen found
some very intriguing differences between DTU policing and urban
policing in general. It is clear that the organizational and institu-
tional character of a university and the traditional conceptualization
of the role of policing in our society are often at odds (p. 214). It is
also clear that the institutional context within which the DTU police
force operates leads to situations in which minor violations of state
law must not be reacted to in the same way in which a city police
force would react (pp. 206-10, 214-15). This study, however, could
have been more of a contribution with the inclusion of some addi-
tional information. Where does DTU fit in with other urban cam-
puses in the Southeast, in other regions, in the country as a whole?
How many states empower their state university police with full
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police power, pay them equivalent to municipal police, and require
identical training (pp. 93, 135)? How do public state supported set-
tings differ from privately supported contexts?
Although this is a well done case study of one department at
one university of a particular type in a particular location, the only
way to evaluate its overall contribution to the literature is to place
this research site in a general context with available information.
Surely such facts as the average or variation in size of university po-
lice forces, the relative levels of crime, the diversity of student bod-
ies, the number of states which empower university police, the
degree to which standard urban police training is mandated, etc.,
could have been provided in a chapter near the beginning of the
book (the material provided is given in an appendix, and is inade-
quate); such a chapter would have enabled the reader to place this
study in its proper context, and allow for a more accurate evaluation





THE POLITICS OF LAw: A PROGRESSIVE CRITIQUE. Edited by David
Kaiys. New York: Pantheon Books, 1982. Pp. 321. $9.95
(paper).
The Politics of Law: A Progressive Critique, edited by David Kairys,
is a significant contribution to the sociology of law. The book
originated as a project of the Theoretical Studies Committee of the
National Lawyers Guild and was completed as a joint project of the
Theoretical Studies Committee and the Conference on Critical
Legal Studies. Thus, most of the essays are written by lawyers and
law school professors. Unlike other works of this type, however, the
essays, without exception, are clearly written and should be under-
standable by a wide audience, including those not already familiar
with the issues examined.
The book is divided into three main sections: (1) Legal Reason-
ing, Traditional Jurisprudence and Legal Education; (2) Selected
Fields of Law and Substantive Issues; and (3) Alternative Progres-
sive Approaches. The essays in the first two sections demystify, usu-
ally through historical analysis, "mainstream" conceptions of legal
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reasoning, legal education, labor relations law, antidiscrimination
law in the areas of race and sex, freedom of speech, contract law,
torts, the doctrine of objective causation, criminal law, the role of
the police, and legal entitlement and welfare benefits. The third
section on alternative progressive approaches is the weakest of the
three, perhaps for good reason, as it is the more difficult topic.
As a progressive critique, the essays, as a whole, cover all the
bases. They do not endorse or subscribe to a single critical perspec-
tive, but instead, approach the issues from instrumental, structural,
and "dialectial" (a view that holds that the law is not simply repres-
sive, but that it manifests liberating qualities, or at least liberating
potential, as well) positions within a critical framework.
The only disappointment of the collection, aside from a clearly
defined alternative progressive approach, is the failure to submit the
criminal law to the same type of rigorous critique that was applied to
the civil law. This seems to be a problem with all such works.
Nevertheless, for those unacquainted with a critical sociology of
law, The Politics of Law should prove to be an invaluable educational
tool. It is unlikely that even the most staunch conservative will be
able to read this book and at least not question some of his or her
timeless "truths." For those who work in this area and share the
perspectives of the authors, the book will provide additional sub-
stantive ammunition for the struggle. In sum, the book provides
something for everyone and should not be overlooked by those in-
terested in understanding the law and its relationship to social life.
ROBERT M. BOHM, PH.D.
COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY
THE McNEIL CENTURY: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF AN ISLAND PRISON.
By Paul W. Keve. Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1984. Pp. xi, 331.
$26.95.
Paul Keve presents a history of McNeil Island Prison in Wash-
ington State, from the glacial formation of the island to the termina-
tion of the prison as a federal facility in 1981. According to Keve,
the prison, established in 1875, was beset by numerous problems
throughout its early history because of the limited resources and
isolation of the island. Water was difficult to obtain and the infertil-
ity of the land, coupled with the island's isolation, caused food
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shortages. The distance from Washington, D.C. also made it diffi-
cult for prison officials to communicate their needs. Keve argues,
however, that when most of these problems were resolved the
prison became one of the best institutions of its kind in the country.
But, at the same time, the prison's demise, ironically, was imminent.
The book is primarily descriptive. There is no systematic re-
flection upon the McNeil experience in the context of the general
historical development of prisons and prison policy in the United
States. Even the selection of the Auburn model for the prison is not
analyzed. Virtually all related research, theory and perspectives
from similar case studies is ignored. This neglect is unfortunate
given McNeil's status as the first federal penitentiary. Such an analy-
sis would have been rich in insights related to the development of
policies and the organization of the federal prison system. As an
example, a discussion of the economic and organizational factors
which distinguished the use of convict labor at McNeil Island from
other prisons during the late 19th and early 20th century would
have helped to understand the development and present character
of labor in federal prisons.
Case studies can nevertheless offer valuable knowledge without
extensive analysis or discussion of theory, provided the presentation
is thorough and the method used to select information is clearly de-
fined. This. is not the case, however, with Keve's discussion of Mc-
Neil Island. Information necessary to understand the most basic
aspects of McNeil's operation is absent. Data related to increases in
the number of staff and prisoners is negligible. As there are few
comparisons to other institutions, readers unfamiliar with prison
populations will not know the relative size of McNeil at any point in
history.
It appears that the author sought primarily to analyze the his-
torical events and special operating conditions that indicate that
prison life at McNeil Island was safer and more humane than at most
other penitentiaries. This thesis, however, receives little attention.
Anecdotes about wardens, prison staff and famous prisoners are
given considerable space, but do not relate to a thesis or provide
insight into a particular correctional philosophy or practice. When
Keve finally addresses his thesis at the end of the book the docu-
mentation and discussion is weak and unconvincing.
For example, Keve reports what he feels was a large number of
community people visiting the prison for various activities. He does
not compare this number, however, with visits to similar institutions
or provide support for the effectiveness of McNeil's programs
beyond several statements by staff and prisoners. In the only other
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effort to provide quantitative support for McNeil's superiority, Keve
indicates that during the 1970's four major penitentiaries averaged
sixteen murders while McNeil averaged only eight. He acknowl-
edges that when controlling for the size of the prison population the
difference in murders "presumably would be less favorable but still
appreciably better" (p. 273). No data on adjusted rates could be
provided, according to Keve, due to "shifts" in prison populations.
Given this rationale, virtually no statistical comparison of prisons is
ever valid. Also, assuming that the number of misconduct reports
reflects the safety of an institution, Keve relies solely upon a letter to
him from a former prison bureau official. Again, he dismisses an
analysis of data, and states, without further discussion, that reports
of disturbances and disciplinary actions were not "usefully avail-
able" (p. 273).
Keve claims that the statistical evidence for McNeil's quality was
not plentiful or conclusive. I have the impression, however, that
either the data indicates a contradictory result or that Keve's own
limited efforts are responsible for the lack of statistical support.
Keve asserts that the real support for McNeil's superiority is based
upon "intangible and elusive, but nevertheless convincing reasons,"
(p. 273) such as the quality of the staff. Keve supports this through
several statements by former wardens. They refer to the calming
effect of the boat ride over to the island for staff, the sense of com-
munity among those residing on the island, and the helpfulness, loy-
alty and absence of preconceived notions of criminals due to the
staff's upper Midwestern heritage. With such limited and one-sided
support for McNeil, Keve summarily dismisses much of the criti-
cisms and protests against the prison during its final decade as the
result of displaced anger and frustration associated with the Viet-
nam War and radicals' search for new causes.
Keve's failure to attend to a convincing and empirically sound
argument is probably due to the presumption that the reader will
conclude that McNeil was an above average institution based upon
the many positive descriptions of wardens and staff. Keve rarely ini-
tiates criticism and never develops or supports an integrated thesis.
He is preoccupied instead with defusing public attacks and investi-
gations of the prison. The bias associated with this orientation is
frequently apparent. An example of this bias is the description of
the criticism of the prison's policies toward minorities during the
1950's by Vincent Hallinan, a prisoner, and the Progressive Party's
candidate for president in the 1952 election.
Keve assaults a statement by Hallinan, who protested the
prison's segregation of cells and the dining hall. Keve argues that
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prisoners "voluntarily" segregated themselves in the dining hall,
but never responds to the charges that prison policy segregated
cells. Hallinan is further attacked for misrepresenting a statement by
"President" Eisenhower, which condemned segregation in federal
facilities, because Eisenhower's speech was made several months
before he became president. The 1952 election results, which indi-
cate a low number of votes for Hallinan compared to Eisenhower
and Stevenson, are apparently reported to provide final evidence of
Hallinan's brash and ineffective methods.
Thus, while there is laborious attention to Hallinan's mistakes,
basic information related to the issue of racial discrimination is ne-
glected. There is no indication if or when prison cells were desegre-
gated. Similarly, data is not included on the racial composition of
the staff or prison population, and there is no discussion of racial
tensions at the prison during the following turbulent decades.
Thus, Keve does not use this topic as an opportunity to finally pro-
vide insight into the prison's "special operating conditions." As is
the case with much of the material in the book, if it were not for the
notoriety of Hallinan's accusations, references to the treatment of





SOCIAL CONTROL AND THE STATE. Edited by Stanley Cohn and Andrew
Scull. New York: St. Martin Press, 1983. Pp. v, 341. $27.50.
The editors present us with 13 essays which attempt to develop
a sound historical understanding of our efforts to deal with crime
and madness. The compilation is divided into two parts. In Part
One, the authors examine and debate definitions of social control.
They explore notions of the development and purpose of institu-
tions and the concepts with which society has attempted to manage
those who were defined as mentally ill or criminal. In Part Two, the
authors present case studies which focus specifically on the phenom-
enon of social control by looking at its application during a variety
of historical periods. For the authors, the theme of social control
links such historical phenomena such as psychiatry in Tsarist Russia,
Eighteenth Century English Debt Law, the social control function of
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an early women's reformatory, and crime control in a capitalist
society.
As the editors point out, little scholarly attention has been paid
to the history of punishment and the treatment of the mentally ill.
In the last several years, however, an abundance of publications has
appeared focusing on these issues. Some appear to be no more
than rationalizations for or against current policies or prescriptions
within regulatory agencies; others attempt to provide us with a basis
for understanding the values upon which we act within the context
of social control. As we attempt to understand our past, we also
seek a critical framework for analyzing social control and the man-
agement of deviance. How do we define social control? The con-
tributing authors provide us with many possibilities to consider
seriously; the primacy of the workplace in our lives suggests that the
wage relationship dominates our behavior. Social control can be
viewed as the voluntary negotiations and compromises among
groups to establish boundaries, leaving coercive control to the
State.
The authors also present considerations that are crucial to any
attempt to examine the history of crime, psychiatry, and the punish-
ment and institutionalization of deviants. Do we gain any under-
standing of our past from narrow empiricism? Are we led in self-
righteous directions if we re-create belief systems of past reformers
with limited regard to their social and economic context? In the
area of mental health, should we limit our historical vision to the
illness and not the profession? This brief summary just touches
upon the questions posed and argued by the contributors through-
out Part One.
Part Two moves more toward specific historical illustrations,
rather than general notions of historical validity. Here, the authors
discuss political, economic, and moral motives for social control.
The section is likely to be more interesting for the non-historian. It
provides fairly clear descriptions and analyses of earlier forms of so-
cial control. It discusses the mechanisms, the forces and the fre-
quently contradictory motives contributing to control. The final
case study looks at crime control in a capitalist society and provides
an historical and contemporary view of social control, including the
contradictions of social control rationalized by the marketplace. All
of the case studies provide the reader with interesting considera-
tions about the ways and means of defining and structuring the con-
trol of deviants in our society.
Social Control and the State is a valuable work for the student of
history, especially one concerned with social control. The
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non-historian, however, concerned with understanding social con-
trol imposed through contemporary institutions will also find much
of this work interesting and valuable.
DAVID B. KALINICH, PH.D.
SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
